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Abstract
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are mainly deployed for data acquisition, thus, the network performance
can be passively measured by exploiting whether application data from various sensor nodes reach the sink.
In this paper, therefore, we take into account the unique data aggregation communication paradigm of WSNs
and model the problem of link loss rates inference as a Maximum-Likelihood Estimation problem. And we
propose an inference algorithm based on the standard Expectation-Maximization (EM) techniques. Our algorithm is applicable not only to periodic data collection scenarios but to event detection scenarios. Finally, we
validate the algorithm through simulations and it exhibits good performance and scalability.
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks, Passive Measurement, Network Tomography, Data Aggregation, EM
Algorithm

1. Introduction
Recent deployments of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) indicate that energy-efficient mechanisms of performance measurement are needed. The unattended nature and complexity of WSNs require that the network
managers are given updated indications on the network
health, for instance, the state of network links and nodes,
after deployment [1]. Such information can provide early
warnings of system failures, help in incremental deployment of nodes, or tuning network algorithms [1-3].
However, WSNs measurement is not a trivial task because sensor nodes have limited resources (bandwidth
and power). Considering further the distributed nature of
the algorithm, the large number of the nodes, and the
interaction of the nodes with the environment, leads to
the fact that WSNs are very hard to measure. The most
commonly used approach for evaluating network performance is active measurement, which collects statistics
from internal nodes directly or even injects probe messages into the network to aid in performance evaluation.
However, it is usually impractical to rely on the use of
active measurement in WSNs, which is not scalable or
*Supported by the National High Technology Research and Development Program of China (No. 2007AA12Z321) and the National Natural
Science Foundation of China (No. 60772070; 60873244).
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bandwidth-efficient. On the other hand, WSNs are mainly deployed for data acquisition, thus the network performance can be passively measured by exploiting whether application data from various sensor nodes reach
the sink.
The typical mode of communication in WSNs is from
multiple data sources to one sink, rather than communication between any pair of nodes. Thus it usually involves
tree-based topology rooted at the sink. Furthermore, since the data being collected by multiple nodes are based
on common phenomena, there is likely to be some redundancy in the data being communicated. Moreover, for
many node designs, the wireless transceiver requires the
largest share of the overall power budget. Thus data aggregation has been put forward as a particularly useful
communication paradigm for WSNs [4]. The idea of data
aggregation is to combine the data coming from different
sources, to eliminate redundancy, to minimize the number of transmissions and thus to save energy. In the
process of data aggregation, sensor nodes in the network
attempts to forward the sensing data they have collected
back to the sink via a data aggregation tree. When an
intermediate node in the aggregation tree receives data
from multiple source nodes, it checks the contents of
incoming data, combines them by eliminating redundant
information and then forwards the aggregated packet to
WSN
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its parent [1,4].
Specifically, WSNs can be used advantageously for
periodic data collection or events detection scenarios [5].
Periodic data collection is required for operations such as
tracking of the material flows, health monitoring of
equipment/process. In these scenarios, all the nodes in
the network are typically organized into one aggregation
tree, through which nodes periodically send application
data to the sink. On the other hand, WSNs are more often
used in events detection scenarios, where sensor nodes
are deployed to detect and classify rare and random
events, such as alarm and fault detection notifications.
Figure 1 depicts an example of data aggregation communication paradigm in events detection scenarios. In
this example, two interested events happened in the deployment area. Then sensor nodes within a distance S
(called the event range) and other related nodes construct
two aggregation trees, through which the information of
the two events collected by the sensor nodes is aggregated and sent to the sink.
In view of the unique data aggregation communication
paradigm of WSNs, this study is the first to develop the
network model to represent the network topology composed of multiple aggregation trees. Based on the network
model, we further model the problem of link loss rates
inference as a Maximum-Likelihood Estimation (MLE)
problem and an inference algorithm using the standard
Expectation-Maximization (EM) techniques [6] is proposed. Compared with those in wired communication
networks, links in WSNs are prone to suffer high packet
loss rates, which will result in unreliable and incomplete
data [1]. It would thus be useful to identify links with
high loss rates (lossy links) at run-time. The presented
algorithm passively monitors the application traffic between sensor nodes and the sink, and then uses network
tomography technology [7,8] to locate lossy links. Our
algorithm handles well topology changes and hence is

Figure 1. Data aggregation communication paradigm in events detection scenarios: An example.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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applicable not only to periodic data collection scenarios
but to events detection scenarios.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 focuses on the related work. The inference models are
presented in Section 3 and the inference algorithm is
proposed in Section 4 based on the models. Then the
simulation is shown in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work
WSNs measurement recently has received considerable
attention from the research community. Existing work
can be classified into two categories: active and passive
measurement. Active measurement researches mainly
rely on proactive approaches [9-13]. The basic idea underlying these approaches is that sensor nodes periodically report the internal status information of themselves
to the sink, such as residual energy, node failures, link
status, neighbor list, and the like. However, regularly
sending status information from sensor nodes to the sink
requires significant communication overheads, which
would inevitably speed up the depletion of energy. Furthermore, contrary to wired networks where network
measurement information can be delivered reliably, reports sent from sensor nodes also suffer losses. The sink
has therefore no guarantee that it will receive up-to-date
information.
Recently, some researches have shown that application
data that sensor nodes send to the sink can be used to
measure the network itself. In 2004, G. Hartl et al. considered firstly applying network tomography in WSNs
based on data aggregation paradigm [14]. They formulated loss inference as an MLE problem and presented an
inference algorithm based on the standard EM algorithm.
However, their approach requires two restrictive assumptions: first, there is only one aggregation tree in the
network and second, the aggregation tree remains static
for the entire loss rate inference process. Obviously,
these assumptions limit the potential applications of their
algorithm in practice.
In 2005, Mao et al. employed the factor graph approach to solve the link loss inference problem [15]. In
2007, Li et al. formulated the problem of link loss rate
estimation as a Bayesian inference problem and a Gibbs
sampling algorithm was proposed [16]. In 2008, E. Shakshuki et al. presented an inference mechanism adopting
iterative computation under Markov Chain [17]. However, these inference methods also rely on the above two
assumptions. On the other hand, there are also some
other researches on the loss inference problem in WSNs
[18-20]. However, these approaches can only used in the
situation where sensor nodes report application data to
the sink through multi-hop paths separately. Thus they
can not be applied to data aggregation paradigm.
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3. Inference Models
In this section, we develop the models which are the basis for the inference. We first model the network and
then formulate the loss performance.

AL.

the network, including leaf nodes and intermediate nodes.
Therefore our method is more practical than that in [14].
In terms of the stochastic process XT defined above,
each trial outcome is a random value XR(T) = (Xs,k,T) kR(T)
 ΩR(T) = {0,1}|R(T)|. Thus the overall outcome of  can
be denoted by X   X . Let ΩR(T)(i) be the set of
T 

R

3.1. Network Model

R (T )

outcomes XR(T) in which there is at least one node in R(i,T)
whose data were successfully received by the sink, i.e.,

Let N = (V(N), L(N)) denote a network with sets of nodes
V(N) and the set of links L(N). The sink is denoted by s
and is assumed to have greater resources available than
the other nodes. (i, j)  L(N) denotes a directed link from
node i to node j in the network. Let  denote a set of
aggregation trees embedded in N, i.e., T  , V(T) 
V(N) and L(T)  L(N). Note that (i, j) can appear in more
than one tree. Thus for (i, j)  L(N), we denote i,j  
the set of trees which include link (i, j). Let (q  p)T
denote the path from node q to node p in T and L((q 
p)T) denote the set of links on the path. The set of children of node i in T is denoted by d(i, T) = {k  V(T) | (k,
i)  L(T)}. Define the set of leaf nodes in T by R(T), i.e.,
R(T) = {k  V(T) | d(k, T) = }. For k  V(T)\R(T), let
T(k) denote the subtree within T rooted at k. Then R(k, T)
= R(T) ∩ V(T(k)) is defined as the set of leaf nodes which
are descended from k in T. Also, we denote the set of all
of the leaf nodes in the network by R   T  R (T ) .

 R (T ) (i )   xR (T )   R (T ) :  kR (i ,T ) X s , k ,T  1 .

Let nT denote the data collection rounds of T. The
probability of the nT independent observations of XR(T) is
then

p( X R (T ) ;  )   mT1 p ( xRm(T ) ;  )
n

For each link an independent Bernoulli loss process is
assumed, which is a reasonable assumption [21]. Thus
(i, j)  L(N) can be associated with a transmission rate
i,j  (0,1). Let i,j be the probability that packets sent
from node i to node j are received successfully by j. Accordingly, the loss rate of (i, j) is   1   . The flow
i, j

i, j

of the data through an aggregation tree T therefore can be
modeled by a stochastic process XT = (Xp,q,T)p,qV(T),
where Xp,q,T  {0,1}. Xp,q,T = 1 means that the data sent
from node q were successfully received by intermediate
node p in the path (q  s)T. Similarly, Xp,q,T =0 means
that the data sent from q did not successfully reach p. Let
 = (i,j)(i,j)L(N) denote the set of transmission rates for
all links.
We assume that information about which leaf nodes’
data is present in the aggregated data must also be bundled into the aggregated packet. Thus for T  , consider the collection of data by the sink to be an experiment. Each round of data collection will be considered a
trial within this experiment. Suppose each leaf node tries
to send data in each round. The outcome of each trial
will be a record of which leaf nodes the sink received
data from in that round. It is worth noting that the inference method in [14] needs the record about all nodes in
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

(2)

and the probability of the observations of XR is
p( X R ;  )   T  p( X R (T ) ;  ).

(3)

p(XR;) is the likelihood function, that is, the probability that we observe the data XR given the link transmission rates . Therefore the problem of inferring link loss
rates from measurements at the sink can be formulated as
an MLE problem. That is, our goal is to estimate  by
̂ such that ̂ maximizes the likelihood of observing
the outcomes of XR, i.e.,

ˆ  arg max p( X R ;  ).


3.2. Loss Model

(1)

(4)

However, XR is not sufficient to obtain a direct expression for p(XR;) and then the above equation can not be
solved directly. Fortunately, the standard EM techniques
can be applied to the data taken from all of the trees to
efficiently solve the problem. The basic idea is that
rather than performing a complicated maximization, we
“augment” the observable data with unobservable data so
that the resulting likelihood has a simpler form.

4. Inference Algorithm
In this section, we further formulate the loss inference
problem as an MLE problem with complete observations
and then efficiently solve it using the EM algorithm. We
begin by presenting some brief background information
and then apply the EM algorithm to the loss inference.

4.1. Background
The EM Algorithm is a general method for finding MLE
of parameters in statistical models, where the model depends on missing data [6]. Although a problem at first
sight may not appear to be an incomplete-data one (as it
is in our case), there may be much to be gained computation-wise by artificially formulating it as such to facilitate MLE. For many statistical problems, the completeWSN
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data likelihood has a nice form.
To be more specific, the EM algorithm attempts to
find an estimate, ̂ , of parameter  from the complete
data Xc, i.e.,

ˆ  arg max p ( X c ; ).

(5)



Beginning with an arbitrary initial assignment, (0), the
EM algorithm is iterative and alternates until convergence. On each iteration, there are two steps—called the
Expectation (E) step and the Maximization (M) step.
Hence the name EM algorithm is given to this class of
techniques. The E-Step computes the conditional expected value of the complete data likelihood given the
observed data, under the probability law induced by the
current estimates of , i.e.,
Q( | ˆ (t ) )  Eˆ ( t ) [ p ( X c ;  ) | X obs ],

(6)

is the current estimates of  and Xobs is the
where ̂
observable data. In the M-Step, the expected complete
data likelihood function is maximized with respect to 
to obtain the new estimates, i.e.,
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It can be seen from Subsection 4.1 that the key of the
EM algorithm is to compute the conditional expectation
of the complete data likelihood. Based on (6) and (10),
we can obtain
Q( | ˆ (t ) )  Eˆ ( t ) [( X c ;  ) | X R ]

ˆ

 arg max Q ( | ˆ ).
(t )

(7)



(



T  i , j

nT 

nˆ j ,i ,T log  i , j



T  i , j

nˆ j ,i ,T ) log  i , j ),

p( X c (T ) ; )  (i , j )L (T ) i , jj,i ,T  i ,Tj

n  n j ,i ,T

,

(11)

the observable data XR(T) under the probability law induced by ̂ (t ) , i.e.,
nˆ j ,i ,T  Eˆ ( t ) [n j ,i ,T | X R (T ) ].

(12)

Remember that
n j ,i ,T   mT1 x mj ,i ,T .
n

(13)

Thus we have
nˆ j ,i ,T   mT1 Pˆ ( t ) [ X j ,i ,T  1| X R (T )  xRm(T ) ]
n





nT ( xR (T ) )Pˆ ( t )

[ X j ,i ,T  1| X R (T )  xR (T ) ],

In our loss inference problem, the observable data, Xobs,
is XR. Following the method in the above section, we
augment the actual observations with the unobservable
observations at the interior nodes. To be more specific,
for T  , it is assumed that for (i, j)  L(T), we can
observe at node j whether the packets sent from node i
successfully reach j in every round of data collection. In
terms of the stochastic process XT defined in Subsection
3.2, the complete data of T are Xc(T) = (Xj,i,T)(i,j)L(T). Base
on the independent Bernoulli distribution assumption in
Subsection 3.2, therefore, it is easy to realize that the
likelihood function of Xc(T) can be written as
n



where nˆ j ,i ,T is the conditional expectation of nj,i,T given

xR ( T )  R ( T )

4.2. Application to Loss Inference

(

( i , j )L ( N ) T  i , j

(t )

( t 1)





(14)

where n T ( x R ( T ) ) denotes the number of collection
rounds for which the outcome xR(T) is obtained. Then the
problem is turned into the computation of the conditional
probability, Pˆ ( t ) [ X j ,i ,T  1| X R (T )  xR (T ) ] . To facilitate
the computation, we divide the set of outcomes xR(T) into
two groups:
1) xR(T)  R(T)(i)
This group of outcomes implies that there is at least
one node in R(i,T) whose data are aggregated at node i
and then successfully received by the sink through path (i
 s)T. This clearly indicates that node j successfully received data from node i, and hence

(8)

Pˆ ( t ) [ X j ,i ,T  1 | X R (T )  xR (T ) , xR (T )   R (T ) (i )]  1. (15)

where nj,i,T is the number of those outcomes of Xj,i,T
whose value is equal to 1. Similarly to (3), the likelihood
function of the complete data of , Xc = (Xc(T))T, is

2) xR(T)  R(T)\R(T)(i)
This group of outcomes suggests that there is none of
nodes in R(i,T) whose data successfully reached the sink.
Obviously, this does not indicate whether node j successfully received data from node i. Thus we divide this
group of outcomes into two categories and handle them
accordingly (for clarity, let X  denote the situation
{Xj,i,T = 1|XR(T) = xR(T), xR(T)  R(T)\R(T)(i)}):
a. There is at least one node in R(i,T) whose data reach
node i, i.e.,  kR (i ,T ) X i , k ,T  1 . In this case, the data

p( X c ; )  T  p( X c (T ) ; ).

(9)

It is convenient to work with the log-likelihood function,  (Xc;) = log p(Xc;), which is given by

( Xc ; ) 



(



(i , j )L( N ) Ti , j

(



Ti , j

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

nT 

n j ,i,T logi, j



Ti , j

n j ,i,T )logi, j ). (10)

should reach node j and then be lost on path ( j  s)T.
Thus,
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Pˆ ( t ) [ X  |  kR (i ,T ) X i , k ,T  1]
 ˆ

(t )
i, j



 (1 

ˆ

( p , q )L (( j  s )T )

(t )
p,q

).

4.3. Algorithm Description
(16)

b. There is none of nodes in R(i,T) whose data reach
node i, i.e.,  kR (i ,T ) X i , k ,T  0 . In this case, the value of
Xj,i,T is independent of XR(T) and depends only on the performance of link (i,j). Thus

Pˆ ( t ) [ X  |  kR (i ,T ) X i , k ,T  0]  ˆi(,tj) .

(17)

For iV(T)\R(T), define  (i,T) to be the probability
that there is at least one node in R(i,T) whose data reach
node i, i.e.,

 (i, T )  Pˆ ( t ) [ kR (i ,T ) X i , k ,T  1].

(18)

Based on the formula of total probability, therefore,
for xR(T)  R(T)\R(T)(i), we obtain

Pˆ ( t ) [ X  ]  Pˆ ( t ) [ X  |



X i , k ,T  1]   (i, T )



X i , k ,T  0]   (i, T ).

k R ( i ,T )

 Pˆ ( t ) [ X  |

k R ( i ,T )

(19)

 (i, T )   qd (i ,T ) (  (q, T )   (q, T )  (1  ˆ q( t,i) )). (20)
Using (20) we can recursively compute (i,T) for i 
V(T) based on ̂ (t ) (for i  R(T), (i,T) = 1).
While combining(14), (15), and (19), we can work out
nˆ j ,i ,T and then use (11) to compute the conditional expectation of the complete data likelihood, Q( | ˆ (t ) ) .
For the M-Step of the EM algorithm, maximization of
Q( | ˆ (t ) ) is trivial, as the stationary point conditions

(i, j )  L( N ).

(21)

immediately yield

ˆi(,tj1) 

T  nˆ j ,i ,T
T  nT
i, j

i, j

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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(i, j )  L( N ).

The algorithm starts with an arbitrary initial assignment
of link transmission rates, ̂ (0) . Simulations suggest that
the values that the algorithm converges to are independent of initial values, which is a property of the EM algorithm. Then the E-step and M-step are iterated until the
inferred transmission rate of each link changes by less
than a termination criterion between consecutive iterations. Finally, the algorithm use a threshold tl to decide
whether a link is lossy. That is, for (i, j)  L(N), if
̂ i , j lies below tl, (i, j) is added to the solution set of lossy
links, , which originally is empty. The algorithm is
presented in Table 1.

5. Simulation
5.1. Simulation Setup

 (i, T )  1   (i, T ) is the probability that i does not
receive data from any node in R(i,T). This means that i
does not receive data from any leaf node descended from
all of i’s children, namely from R(q,T), q  d(i,T). For
any R(q), there are two reasons that i does not receive
data from it, one is that q does not receive data from any
node in R(q), the other is that q receives data from R(q),
but the data are lost on link (q,i). Thus for i  V(T)\
R(T), the following recursive equation can be obtained,

Q( | ˆ (t ) )
0,
 i , j

AL.

(22)

The algorithm is simulated over OMNeT++ network
simulator. Random networks consisting of 500, 1000 and
2000 nodes (N500, N1000 and N2000) are generated.
Furthermore, two different distributions are used for assigning loss rates to links. The first loss distribution (LD1)
is a random selection model, where the intended link loss
rate is selected randomly in the interval [0.01, 0.4]. In the
second loss distribution (LD2), link transmission rates
are drawn from a distribution with probability density
function f() = λ-1, for 0 <  < 1 parameterized by  >
1. The expected value of this random variable is /(1 +
). In our simulations,  is chosen as 4 so that the expected link loss rate is 0.2.
Table 1. The description of the EM algorithm.
//Input:
// Network model N = (V, L)
// Observations at the sink, XR
// Data collection round of each tree, i.e., (nT)T
//Output:
//
The set of lossy links 
1. Initialization. Select the initial link transmission rates
̂ (0) ;
2. Expectation. Given the current estimate ̂ (t ) , compute the
conditional expectation of the log-likelihood given the observable data XR under the probability law induced by
̂ (t ) using (11) ~ (20);
3. Maximization. The conditional expectation is maximized
to obtain the new estimates ̂ (t 1) , which is given by (22);
4. Iteration. Iterate steps 2 and 3 until a termination criterion
is satisfied. Set ˆ  ˆ (l ) , where l is the terminal number of
iterations;
5. Decision. for (i, j)L(N)
if ˆ i , j  t l

then

add (i, j) to 
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We say a link is lossy if its transmission rate lies below 0.8 (i.e., its loss rate is above 0.2); otherwise, it is
normal. The termination criterion of the algorithm is
chosen as 0.0001. Moreover, the performance of the algorithm is evaluated using two metrics: the detection rate
(DR), which is the percentage of links that are correctly
inferred as lossy, and the false positive rate (FPR), which
is the percentage of links that are normal but are inferred
as lossy. With  denoting the set of the actual lossy links
and  the set of links identified as lossy by the algorithm,
these two rates are given by:
DR  |    |  ; FPR  |  \  |  .

5.2. Simulations in Periodic Data Collection
Scenarios
The algorithm is first evaluated in periodic data collection scenarios. In this group of simulations, one random
tree topology is generated in every network. The branching ratio at each non-leaf node is randomly chosen
between 1 and an upper bound of 10. The data collection
rounds in each simulation are chosen as 200 and the algorithm is performed every 20 rounds to observe its
convergent tendency.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 plot DR and FPR of the algorithm with LD1 and LD2 respectively. We observe that
the algorithm is quite insensitive to different loss distributions. We also note that the algorithm shows good
scalability. As the network size increases, the algorithm
has high DR and low FPR and the accuracy slightly decreases. Furthermore, we observe the accuracy increases
as the data collection rounds increases and the algorithm
converges fast: when the data collection rounds reach
100, DR is about 0.9 and FPR is about 0.1.
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Figure 4 shows how accurate the inference is when
the links are rank ordered based on our “confidence” in
the inference. We quantify the confidence as the inferred
loss rates of the links. The links in N1000 with LD2 are
considered in the order of decreasing inferred values (the
data collection rounds are 100). We plot 3 curves: the
true number of lossy links in the set of links considered
up to that point, the number of correct inferences, and the
number of false positives. We note that the confidence
rating assigned by the algorithm works very well. There
are zero false positives for the top 112 rank ordered links.
Moreover, each of the first 346 true lossy links in the
rank ordered list is correctly identified as lossy (i.e., none
of these true lossy links is “missed”). These results suggest that the confidence estimate of the algorithm can be
used to rank the order of the inferred lossy links so that
the top few inferences are (almost) perfectly accurate.
This is likely to be useful in a practical setting where we
may want to identify at least a small number of lossy
links with certainty so that corrective action can be
taken.

Figure 3. DR and FPR with LD2.

Figure 2. DR and FPR with LD1.

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 4. The links are rank ordered based on inference confidence (N1000, LD2, 100 collection rounds).
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5.3. Simulations in Events Detection Scenarios
In this section, the algorithm is evaluated in events detection scenarios. The experimental setup of this group of
simulations is as follows. The networks are randomly
placed in a square area of D size and the sink is located
at the upper left corner of the area. The communication
radius of sensor nodes is set as 0.05D. In each experiment, 100 events randomly happen one after another in
the area with the event range S. For each event, a data
aggregation tree is constructed using the greedy incremental tree algorithm proposed in [22] to transmit the
event information to the sink. See Figure 1. After data
collection, the algorithm is performed on the observations of all trees to obtain the combined results.
The simulations are divided into two groups. The first
group of simulations is used to evaluate the convergence
of the algorithm in events detection scenarios. In this
group the data collection rounds of each aggregation tree
are selected randomly in [0, 50], [50, 100] or [100, 150]
and the event ranges are set as 0.1D. The second group is
used to investigate the performance of our algorithm
with different scales of aggregation trees in events detection scenarios. In this group the event ranges vary between 0.05D, 0.1D and 0.15D while the data collection
rounds of each aggregation tree are uniformly distributed
in [50, 100].
Figure 5 and Figure 6 depict the simulation results of
the first group of experiments. The figures suggest that
the algorithm is also robust against different loss distributions and scales well. Furthermore, the algorithm shows
good convergence: even through the collection rounds of
each tree are less than 50, the algorithm still has high DR
and low FPR. The underlying reason for this success can
be attributed to the fact that for the links that are contained by more than one trees, the algorithm can combine
more observations and therefore the results are more
accurate.
The simulation results of the second group of experiments are illustrated in Figure 7 and Figure 8. We also
note that the algorithm performs similarly under different

Figure 6. DR and FPR with different data collection rounds
of each aggregation tree (LD2).

Figure 7. DR and FPR with different event ranges (LD1).

Figure 8. DR and FPR with different event ranges (LD2).

network scales and loss distributions. Moreover, we observe that its accuracy increases as evnt range, S, increases. The number of the links that shared by multiple
trees will increase when S increase. Thus the algorithm
can perform more accurately by combining more observations.

6. Conclusions
Figure 5. DR and FPR with different data collection rounds
of each aggregation tree (LD1).
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

In this paper we consider the problem of inferring link
loss rates from the application traffic between sensor nodes and the sink taken from a collection of aggregation
WSN
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trees. Based on the data aggregation communication paradigm, we propose a practical loss performance inference algorithm using the standard Expectation-Maximization (EM) techniques. Our algorithm simply observes
the application traffic of the network and handles well
topology changes. Therefore, our approach is applicable
not only to periodic data collection scenarios but also to
events detection scenarios. Via simulations varying between different network scales, application scenarios,
loss distributions, it can be observed that the algorithm
converges fast and exhibits good scalability and stability.
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